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NAME:	ALEXANDER DOLBERG

POSITION:	Translator and Interpreter

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS:	Member of the Institute of Linguists
	
	Member of the Institute of Translation and Interpreting

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS:	Graduate of the University of Moscow, Russia, 1958

	Qualified as a Technical Translator, Institute for Scientific Information, USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow

SYSTEMS/COMPUTER SKILLS:	Various word processing and spreadsheet packages including many specialised PC and Mac word processing programs, terminology databases, Quarkexpress etc

LANGUAGES:	Totally bilingual in English and Russian. Translates into Russian from English, German, French, Italian, Dutch and Scandinavian languages. Interprets between Russian, English and German and into Russian from English and German as well as into English from Russian simultaneously.

MARITAL STATUS:	Divorced with independent children

CITIZENSHIP:	British

NATIONALITY:	Russian

PERMANENT RESIDENCE:	London/Home Counties

SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCE:

Alexander Dolberg is a professional freelance translator and interpreter with over 25 years’ of wide experience.  He translates into Russian from English, German, French, Italian, Dutch and Scandinavian languages.  He interprets between Russian, English and German (ad hoc) and into Russian from English and German as well as into English from Russian simultaneously.

His experience covers a number of technical fields (e.g. oil and gas, industrial construction, information technology, telecommunications, engineering, automotive) as well as legal, financial, business, general and literary translations.  He interpreted simultaneously at a number of international conferences including world and CIS oil and energy congresses and assisted at many negotiations (ad hoc).

He is Russian-born and educated. Following graduation from the University of Moscow, he trained as a Technical Translator at the Institute for Scientific Information, USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow.  He has been working in Britain for many years and is a Member of the Institute of Translation and Interpreting and of the Institute of Linguists.

WORK EXPERIENCE

1959- Present  FREELANCE TRANSLATOR AND INTERPRETER, LONDON, 
ENGLAND AND MOSCOW, RUSSIA

OIL AND GAS WORK

He has a deep professional involvement with the oil and gas industry, which covers areas from exploration to final products.  Most recently, he has worked on an SPM construction project (in Sakhalin) for Bluewater, Holland (2004), worked on a project for Kellog, Brown & Root (2003), translated a complete  documentation on pipeline leak detection for UTSI (2003), worked for AMEC (10 months in 2001-02), and for several months on an Azerbaijan International Operating Company field development project.  In 2001, he also interpreted at two induction courses for CPC Pipeline operators conducted by Alstholm, Lincoln. Before that there was a similar long engagement with Brown & Root on a Demercaptanisation Plant for Kazakhstan. 

He has also performed a great deal of work over the years for Shell International Petroleum Company ranging from exploration and development proposals to product descriptions and including contracts for development and rehabilitation of oil and gas fields.  He has translated pipeline design work in Azerbaijan for BP. Performed translation services for the London Petroleum Exchange. He has also completed a great number of smaller occasional and regular assignments (e.g. for Jetco).

		FINANCIAL AND LEGAL WORK

He also has a very wide experience of translation and interpreting in the financial and legal field - from interpreting the legal side of investment negotiations for half a billion dollars in Kazakhstan and interpreting at several shipping and insurance arbitration hearings, to translating presentation and legal documents for organizations and companies such as CSFB, Daewoo, LUKOIL, World Bank projects etc.. Translated numerous contracts, Articles of Association and financial, commercial and banking texts. He has translated into Russian and adapted a complete banking operating system for an Italian banking group. 

INSURANCE 

He has translated numerous insurance documents, particularly in the areas of marine and health care insurance and interpreted in a number of insurance arbitration proceedings in UK courts.  

                             INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Information technology is another field of specialisation.  His involvement in this area goes back 25 years when he translated a complete package for the Sperry Univac Aeroflot reservation network.  More recently, his assignments included software packages for complex machine tools built by Hauser and Agathon in Switzerland, a description of CEBA e-mail system for European Central Bank, a number of smaller projects for companies such as BP and BAe as well as a complete UNISYS OS familiarisation course.  He also has experience in software localisation. 

AGRICULTURAL

                             Work for Shell’s agricultural research projects involving pesticides, crops and machinery, as well as     
                              for Monsanto, Belgium, on new strains. 

AUTOMOTIVE 

Experience in the automotive field includes work for Mercedes (from German), Cummins (service manuals), Champion and particularly for DAF, Holland. 

NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY

Work for Bechtel on the construction of a nuclear waste storage facility in the Urals. 

AEROSPACE

Regular work for Farnborough Shows, BAe, Rolls Royce (air- and spacecraft engines), Egypt Air (fight manuals into Russian),  Brother Aviation, Luton Airport (aircraft leasing, landing manuals). Interpreting at meetings with Russian and Kazakh aviation officials. 

 





                               GENERAL BUSINESS, CULTURAL AND FOREIGN POLICY WORK 

More generally, he has experience in translating and interpreting on general business, cultural and foreign policy matters. In particular he was one of the interpreters for the 1998 Birmingham Summit Conference of the heads of state.  He received a special commendation for this assignment.

He has available various word-processing and presentation facilities in Russian up to an advanced DTP level (including Quarkexpress), both PC and Mac, with full internet and terminology databases access and is adept at using them.  

All his output is spell checked both automatically and manually and external editors are available if required.

PREVIOUS WORK HISTORY

In Moscow, he worked as a Translator for the Institute for Scientific Information of the USSR
Academy of Sciences and translated fiction into Russian. 







